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KIIT(i 25 

Greetings friends, and welcome to 
KIITG no. 25. And our best wishes 
to you for 1983. We hope that the 
new year brings with it peace, but 
also the energy we need to continue 
fighting for peace. 
Here at the WISE office in Amst
erdam somè changes will be made. 
Our efforts to find funding have 
not been extraordinarily success
ful -- but we continue to grow 
in supporters who read our inform
ation. So what will happen is 
that WISE in Amsterdam will have 
no paid staff in 1983, and that 
we become a volunteer organisation. 
Which means that Lin, for example, 
will continue doing KIITG in her 
free time, but that she will have 
to look for another job. 
WISE doesn't intend to let the 
economie crisis get it down. We 
don't even intend to do less than 
we have been able to do in the 
past. 

Keep It In The Ground has not been 
regular in the past, and it 
probably will not become more 
regular. But we are people, not 
machine~, we keep on telling our
selves. Subscribers will always 
get 10 issues, but not all of them 
in a year! 

Uranium mining is being fought 
all over the world for a variety, 
no, multitude of reasons. These 
pages are full of very tangible 
reasons - it is unhealthy, it is 
dangerous. But it is also a threat 
to many peoples lives: a threat 
to the cultural existence of many 
native peoples, a threat to the 
hard fought independenee of people 
in formerly colonised countries. 
Uranium mining also has consequen
ces for the people in the "user" 
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countries. Nuclear power central
ises energy production, makes 
nuclear bombs a reality, and also 
makes sure that social power re
mains in the hands of a few. 
Women will remain oppressed so 
long as our society is organised 
into decision makers and those 
who are told what to do. The 
decision makers are people who 
elect themselves to do that work 1 
a society which oppresses no-one 
is built by the people themselves. 
Stopping uranium mining of course 
will not immediately build a bet
ter world, but it will give us 
the power to go on building up 
a world friendly for people. 
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fNRICHMfNT 

Australia 
WILL AUSTRALIA BECOt~ THE 4TH 
URENCO PARTNER? 

On October 22 1982 the follo'lfring 
letter was sent to the Dutch 
parliament by the Minister 
for Economie Affairs (Terlouw) 
and the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs (van Agt) • 

To-the Chair of the Dutch Parliament 
den Haag 
22 October 1982 
At different times over the past 
years you have been informed of 
contact between Urenco and the Uran
ium Enrichment Group of Australia 
(UEGA) on the possibility of 
cooperation in the eveptual 
establishment of a uranium enrich
ment i-ndustry in Australia. 
The governments of the three Urenco 
countries, the Netherlands, the 
United Kingdom, and the Federal 
Republic of Germany have consist
ently reacted positively to the 
concept of such cooperation. The 
Lower House has always been kept 
informed on this. Recently the UEGA 
completed its in-depth analysis 
of the possible enrichment 
technologies of the u.s.A., France, 
Urenco, and Japan, and chose the 
Urenco-eentee technology as the 
basis for further study into an 
enrichment industry in Australia~ 
The choice has been made according 
to economie, technica! and 
commercial factors. 
The Australian government has 
approved the report and informed 
the Dutch government of this. The 
accompanying press release was 
issued at the same time. 

The above mentioned study will 
take plaee in two phases: 

1. a joint marketting study, to be 
able to guage the survival chances 
of an enrichment plant in Australia 

2. in the case that phase 1 has 
positive results, an in-depth 
technica! and economie feasibil
ity study on an enrichment 
facility for Australia. 

If the study has positive results, 
there is a possibility of joint 
construction and exploitation of an 
uranium enrichment facility in 
Australia using Urenco-eentee 
technology in a form of cooperation 
which will later be defined. 

On the grounds of the Australian 
deelaratien a start can already be 
made for preparations on the 
intergovernmental agreements. 
Attention wil~ of course also be 
paid to politica! and non-prolifer
ation aspects. During the second 
phase of the study agreements will 
have to proteet classified 
information provided by Urenco. 
The government will keep the House 
informed of further developments. 

UEGA PRESS RELEASE 

It was announced today that the 
Uranium Enrichment Group of 
Australia (UEGA) has provided the 
Government with a further report 
on the Group's eontinuing study 
of the feasibility of establishing 
a uranium enrichment industry in 
Australia. UEGA last reported to 
the Government on April 30, 1981. 
The report outlines UEGA's conclus
ions on choice of technology, site 
seleetion, market opportunities 
and the nature and timing of 
further work. 
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The Government has accepted UEGA's 
recommendation that the centrifuge 
technology effered by the European 
group Urenco-eentee (a consortium 
comprising the Federal Republic of 
Germany , Netherlands and United 
Kingdom interests) be the basis for 
further study by UEGA in relation 
to the possible establishment of 

a uranium enrichment industry in 
Australia. 

Factors identified by UEGA in support 
of its conclusion included economie 
superiority, proven technica! and 
commercial capability, and flexibil
ity for modular growth of Urenco
eentee technology. 
The government has also accepted 
UEGA's recommendation that sites 
near Adelaide and Brisbane be · 
further evaluated as UEGA advises 
they appear most likely to satisfy 
the requirements of a plant based 
on Urenco-eentee technology. In 
reaching this decision UEGA has 
also considered possible sites in 
Western Australia and the Northern 
Territory. Other State Governments 
chose net to participate. The 
Government notes that the selection 
of a final site will require the 
involvement of the ohosen technology 
holder during the next phase of the 
study. 
UEGA has advised the Government 
that the choice of urenco eentee 
technology is subject to agreement 
of satisfactory terros and conditions 
with Urenco-eentee for the transfer 
. of technology and to the satisfact
ory conclusion of all necessary 
inter-Governmental agreements. 
UEGA also advised that a decision 
to preeeed with a detailed 
engineering and feasibility 
study, expected to take at least 
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two years, would depend on the 
outcome of a market survey to 
be undertaken with Urenco-eentec. 
This detailed survey of potential 
markets for enrichment is expected 
to take at least six months. 
The Government has requested UEGA 
to report back to it on the 
outcome of the market survey and 
commercial arrangements proposed 
with Urenco-eentee befere 
oommencement of the study by the 
end of 1983. 
The Geverument would like to 
express its appreciation of 
assistance given to Australia's 
enrichment studies by the six 
Governments of the four suppliers 
of enrichment technology under con
sideration by UEGA, namely the 
Federal Republic of Germany, the 
Netherlands, the United Kingdom, 
France, Japan and the United States. 
Although Urenco-eentee enrichment 
technology will be the basis for 
further studies by UEGA on the 
feasibility of enrichment in 
Australia, this does not mean that 
Australia will cooperate only with 
the Urenco-eentee countries. UEGA 
has advised the government that 
there is a greater compatibility 
between Urenco-eentee and Japanese 
centrifuge technologies than between 
Japanese and other technologies and 
that the prospects fer future 
technica! and commercial cooperation 
with Japan apperared to be greater 
if Urenco-eentee technology were 
adopted. 
Additionally the Government is 
committed to the concept of 
multinational participation in an 
enrichment plant in Australia should 
such an industry proceed. There may 
thus be opportunities for 
countries meeting the requirements 
of the Government's nuclear safe
guards policy to take some equity 
in the enterprise. 
The Government will continue to pay 
close attention to the nuclear 
non-proliferation and safeguards 
issues relating to uranium enrich
ment • 

---end---
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When this announcement was made in 
the Netherlands, a group of people 
immediately sought each other out 
to determine how the Dutch anti
nuclear movement can work against 
this development. First, we want 
to know how people in other 
countries of the Urenco Troika 
reacted to the news, and what 
plans they might have to oppose 
the establishment of a Urenco
Australia enrichment partnership. 
Secondly we asked ourselves why 
Urenco has interests in Australia. 
The enrichment market is not very 
stable at the present time. The 
enrichment plant proposed for Aus
tralia will probably have an annual 
capacity of 3000 tonnes swu (sep
arative work units, the measure of 
enrichment capacity), or perhaps 
as much as 5000 tonnes swu, and 
its cost has been estimated at 
$1 billion, and $5 billion, in 
different news reports. However, 
the UEGA study said that it would 
be unlikely the market could cope 
with more than one enrichment plant 
and even then, it would be necessary 
to construct one that can operate 
at a very limi ted output, and expe.nd 
when, and if, market demand increases. 
Even UEGA, with all its obvious 
optimism, concedes that this is 
not likely to occur before the 
early 1990's. 
What should also be taken into 
account is that the FRG plans 
to build in Gronau. This plant 
has caused a controversy among 
Urenco partners, because the 
capacity of .Gronau is far greater 
than the market can cope with. 
On the speculative side, perhaps 
Urenco sees advantages in setting 
up an Australian factory to deal 

with, for example, Namibian 
uranium. Thcre is a large anti
apartheids movement in the Nether
lands putting strong pressure on 
the Dutch government not to enrich 
Namibian uranium. Australia, with 
its racist government which pays 
very little attention to voices of 
opposition, is a safe fall-back if 
Urenco can no longer enrich at 
Almelo. · 

The group in the Netherlands has 
a certain amount of contact already 
with several groups in Australia, 
opposing the Urenco partnership. 
(For that matter, opposing an 
enrichment industry in Australia). 
We have also heard that one group 
is writing an information pamphlet 
on enrichment. WISE is hoping to 
commission a study on enrichment 
and the world uranium market, with 
an emphasis on the present plan 
for Australia. All information 
people may have on this is very 
welcome. Further, the group hopes 
to keep public awareness in the 
Netherlands informed of all new 
developments, so that the plans do 
not disappear behind a curtain of 
secrecy. 
Perhaps, if groups in the various 
Urenco countries feel the need, a 
meeting of representatives of the 
four countries could meet together 
in a year's time. We still have 
2~ years before the plans are 
finalised for an enrichment 
facility in Australia. 

KII'!'G 
FOE 
366 Smith Street 
Collingwood, 3066 
Vic Australia 
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South Africa 

INSIDE VALINDABA: SOUTH AFRICAN 
ENRICHMHNT PLANS STEADILY TAKING 
FORM 

Nw•7<'1onias k'1e1(, Apri'l 8 

Before the year is out, the first 
of the 50 or so modules providing 
the separative work units for the 
Uranium Enrichment Corp. of South 
Africa's semi-commercial plant 
will be floated on air cushions 
into a huge building on rolling 
farmland of Valindaba, 60 km 
north of Johannesburg, thus 
providing the first tangible ev
idence to outsiders that 
South Africa's enrichment pro
gramme is entering a new phase. 
However, that phase - actual 
operation of Ucor's 300,000 swu 
plant - was dealt a blow in the 
government's new 1982-82 budget, 
which calls for a 15% inflation
adjusted reduction for Ucor 
funding, a figure which the 
government keeps secret. The 
funding cut will delay initial 
throughput of the plant from 
the late 1985/early 1986 schedule 
by at least one year, thus set
ting back South Africa's 
enrichment self-sufficiency by 
that much time. 
Details of Ucor's programme 
were obtained by Nucleonica Week 
during a tour of the new plant 
-- the first time Ucor has per
mitted a representative of a 
news organisation inside the 
facility. 
The plant is a mostly concrete 
building measuring 10 stories 
high and 170 m by 70 m. Adjacent 
to it are various support 
facilities, such as a compressor 
test building, a training 
centre, and a facility where 
separation elements - the heart 
of Ucor's technology - are 
being manufactured ... The separat
ion elements are the only parts 
being manufactured on site. NW 
was not allowed to view the 
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the fabrication process or a 
completed element, nor was any 
information on the separation 
technology provided beyond what 
Ucor has already published. All 
other components are being 
manufactured in South Africa by 
dornestic concerns or the South 
African subsidiaries of overseas 
firms. The semi-commercial plant 
is located about one-~uarter mile 
up the road from Ucor s pilot 
plant, whose capacity is kept 
secret. 
The pilot plant has proved Ucor's 
principles, and the semi
commercial plant will now prove the 
purportedly unique separation 
process on an industrial scale. 
From a peak of 3,000 construction 
workers, the on-site labour force 
has dwindled considerably, with 
activities now directed to indust
rial fabrication. Security is 
described as extremely tight, 
not so much to prevent the leak 
of proprietary information, but to 
prevent sabotage, sourees say. 
The plant, built by South African 
contractors and sub-contractors 
which, like the component manuf
acturers, were awarded contracts 
on a ·competitive base, consists 
essentially of three floors. The 
top floor will house the process 
equipment and control room, the 
next floor below holds cabling, 
pipe connections and the ventilation 
system, all of which is in place, 
and the basement contains reservoirs 
and piping for lubricating oil and 
cooling water. 
Ucor has a small UF6 plant in 
operation, and plans a significantly 
larger facility for operation 
in 1984-85. ~~ile that capacity 
is kept secret, ucor said it will 
be enough to permit exports of UF6 

England 

CAPENHURST ENRICHMENT FOR MILITARY 
PURPOSES 

UK: According to a news i tem in the 
Financial Times of June 30, it 
appears URENCO at Capenhurst will 
now be doing military enrichment. 



This implies, then, that uranium 
contracted for by URENCO could well 
end up in Trident fuel assemblies. 
"The Navy has given British Nuclear 
Fuels approval to start building a 
uranium enrichment plant ~t 
Capenhurst, Chesbire, to provide for 
Bri.tain' s nuclear submarine fleet. 
"The project, expected to cost more 
than f100 million over the next four 
years, was frozen last year in 
Ministry of Defence economics on 
capital expenditure. 
"The Navy bas been fuelling its nu
clear fleet with uranium enriched 
to high levels -- exceeding 90 per 
cent -- by the u.s. gqvernment, 
under a barter agreement involving 
the exchange of plutonium from tbe 
Ministry of Oefenee's renctor's 
such as Calder Hall and ebapelcross 
Under the terms of the new project 
BNFL will finance construction of 
an enrichment factory based on gas 
centrifuge technology". 
The story continued that this plan 
was "more economie" and would save 
on redundancies the company bas 
forecast at Capenhurst. It seems 
like an advertisement for the per
fect company: we spend ElOO million 
to save two jobs. 
URENCO is a British-West German
Dutch consortium. Clearly this new, 
military, development affects the 
other countries in the consortium 
-- and all countries wbo trade with 
URENCO. 
Contact: Stop Ur>enco Campaign 

6 Endsteigh Str>eet 
London WCl, UK 

~ource: Financlal Times, June 30, 
Roger Moody 

Canada @ 
AECB APPROVES ELDORADO NUCLEAR' S 
HEX EXPANSION AT PORT HOPE 

The Atomie Energy Control Board 
has approved construction of 
Eldorado Nuclear's new uranium 
hexaflouride conversion plant in 
Port Hope, Ontario. The new plant 
will increase Eldorado's annual 
UF6 production to 14,500 tonnes 

U. (construction of this plant, 
together with that of the 18,000 
tonnes U uranium trioxide refinery 
now being built in Blind River, 
Ontario, virtually guarantees 
that Eldorado will not build ref
ining or conversion capacity 
in Saskatchewan this decade as 
the two plants could easily handle 
the maximum possible Canadian 
yellowcake production until 1990.) 
Nuclear Free Press, Summer 1982 
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KEEP IT IN THE GROUND SUPPORT PLAN 
I 

I As a service to the movement, 
1 WISE's KIITG newsletter needs 

the support of the movement. 
I 
1
-This means weneed you to helpus 
through another year. 

I YES, I like the KIITG project and 
want to help finance it. 

I o I will send $5 monthly to the 
l WISE post account, marked 
I "For KIITG" 
I o I enclose a yearly donation 

of $50 
$100 

I Wilt U automatisch overschrijven? 
1 Schrijft, of belt naar ons, en 

I 
wij zullen dat dan regelen. 
Bedankt. 

1 In some countries you can make use 
of an automatic depositing system. 
If that is true for your country, 
and if you have a relay in ybur 

I country, then cofitact them to have 
I automatic, monthly payments 
1 forwarded to the WISE Keep It 
L.In ~e_Ground_Project. ___ _ 
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URANIUM IN SPAIN: 
FIGHTING NUCLEAR MUST ALSO TAKE 
THE PROBLEM OF URANIUM INTO ACCOUNT 

Over 50% of the Spanish countryside 
is affected by uranium mining ex
ploration licenses. This divvying 
up of pareels of perfectly good 
farm land began in 1977, and has 
been going fast since then. Not 
without opposition. 
From October 9-12 the Third Iberian 
Peninsula Conference against Uran
ium Mining took place. The previous 
conferences were held in Portugal 
and in Salamanca. This one was held 
near Vic, Catalonia, in the foothills 
of the Pyranne~s, in a building 
which came into being in the 12th 
century. 
Actual uranium mining is taking 
place on a small scale in Spain -
some 115 tons per year are mined. 
These mines are in Extremadura. La 
Habla was opened in 1965, the first 
of the La Habla uranium mines is 
now deplete. The plans are to use 
the mine as a radioactiva waste 
storage site. In 1976 a mill was 
built. At the beginning of 1980 
journalists from El Ecologista 
visited La Habla. They found 
two things: one, the subject of 
uranium mining was taboe, and two, 
radiation sicknessas were common. 
The average lifespan of a mine 
worker there is 541 they begin 
employment at about 27 and work 
22 :rears. If they started work 
at the age of 20, they would 
probably die at 42.No~ one of the 
mine workers was on a pension for 
old age reasons - every single 
pension was given for illness reas
ons. 54% of the mineworkers 
suffer from chronic tiredness, and 
about the same number of people 
suffer from low blood pressure. 
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30% of the women in the area have 
had a miscarriage • 25% of the 
people have lung and bronchial 
diseases. 
Madrid, however, wants energy 
self-sufficiency for Spain 
{which includes, according to 
Madrid, The Basque Country and 
Catalonia). Nuclear power was 
not an election issue, so it is 
difficult to say at this point in 
time whether the socialists will 
follow the previous government's 
uranium policies. One of the Social
ist's first actions was to buy 
coal from South Africa - now the 
potential coal production is at 
a level which makes nuclear power 
redundant. 
According to Mari! Millan and 
Jaume Morron, memhers of the 
Comité Anti Nucleare Catalonia 
(CANC), no research has been done 
at the government level into 
energy self-sufficiency through 
appropriate energy -- renewable 
energy sources. 
Jaume and Mari! presented the Third 
Iberian Conference with research 
they have worked on for the past 
two years: a document in which you 
can see every town and village 
affected by the Catalonian leases. 
They found, by searching in the 
so-called "public information", 
that 570 municipalities in Catalonia 
are affected. Most fall in the 
regions of Vic and Girona. In 
their introduction, Jaume and Mari! 
write that their first priority in 
making the report was to "inform, 
to mobilise, and to organise all 
the people who had nothing to gain 
and a lot to lose from the nuclear
isation of the country". The 
intention now is to distribute 
this document to all 570 local 
government councils, to have èach 
council individually say NO to the 
exploration projects. As all dec
isions relating to exploration are 
made in Madrid, the resounding NO 
will not have a legal effect, but 
will certainly have a politica! 
effect. 
Several other groups represented 
at the conference are also com
piling similar reports for their 
regions, although none have worked 
so efficiently as the Catalonia 
people. 
While the previous two conferences 



discussed Iberian Peninsula problems 
and strategy, this years org~nisers 
decided to bring a more internation
al perspective into their planning. 
The evening programme was filled 
with videos from anti uranium rnining 
movements from other countries, and 
WISE was invited to talk about the 
Keep It In The Ground netwerk. 
aontaat: Comite anti uranium de Via 

Carrer de Sant Just,1,3r 
Via, Cata Z.onia. 

CANC 
Brua 26, 2on 
Barcelona, 10, Catatonia 

DUTCH U 
PLANNING A NUCLEAR FUTURE 

The Netherlands: There are 2 
nuclear power plants in the 
Netherlands, one pilot plant of 
50 Mw, and a commercial plant of 
500 ~M. In 1974 the plan came into 

· being of building yet three"more 
plants, but these have been 
temporarily put aside. The govern
ment still holds its options open 
on these plans, and a decision 
will be made dependent on the out
coroe of the present Broad Social 
Discussion taking place in the 
countr:•:t. In this Discussion, the 
question is whether the future will 
have coal or uranium as basis 
for electrical energyproduction. 
Even if uranium is the chosen 
fuel, it is not clear whether the 
three proposed plants will be 
built. Whatever the outcorne, a 
decision in favour of uranium 
will be a socially unacceptable 
one, and politically difficult to 
uphold.· 
The SEP (Cooperative Electricity 
Producers) of the Netherlands are 
not daunted by the BMD. They have 
already bought the necessary uranium 
for a third nuclear power plant. In 
1975 the SEP decided to import 
this uranium. Up until now 500 
tons has been purchased. All this 
uranium comes originally from Niger. 
It will be hexed in England. 

The SEP has also ensured enrichment 
of the uranium, in the u.s. Mean
while Holland's own enrichment plant, 
owned by Urenco, is almest dying 
for lack of contracts. The SF.P 
thought it weuld work out cheaper 
to enrich it in the u.s., which was 
true at the time. The uranium, 
however, will be enriched just be
fore conversion to fuel rods and 
use in the plant, which may take 
some time. In the mean time SEP 
has to pay the price contracted 
with the U.S., f10 million (4.5 
million dollars) , the price it was 
in 1981. The rest of the contract 
will cost !6320 million plus an 
annual rent of f12 million. 
This "action 11 of the SEP means that 
the first load of fuel for a 
Boiling Water reactor of 650 Mw 
and the quantity necessary for a 
first reload is secured. A "planned" 
plant which does not even come 
under the Discussion or even with
in the year plan of the SEP (until 
1987). If the third nuclear power 
plant does not come, the SEP plans 
to sell the uranium to another 
countr;.'. 

Sourae: Atoomalarm 4 (1982). 
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AfUTURf? 

US: THE END OF URANIUM AS WE KNOW IT? 

While the nuclear madhats met in an 
air of wild optimism last week for 
the sev·enth Uranium Ins ti tute annual 
symposium, the German Company 
Nukem was revealing that the US uran
ium market had virtually collapsed. 
At the Uranium Institute symposium 
in London, Thomas Stauffer of the 
Vienna Diplomatic Academy told his 
audience that the best aid major oil 
exporting countries could make to the 
third world was in small and medium 
sized reactors. Gunther Radthe, who 
works withb the Dresdner Barik, was 
predicting that nuclear power would 
take the biggest share of an estim
ated $10,000 billion world investment 
in energy by the year 2000. 
And professore Chauncy Starr, vice 
chair of the Electrio Power Research 
Institute of California, said the US 
would fall short by a quarter of the 
electrical capacity needed to meet 
"minimum social expectations" by the 
turn of the century-- because of the 
tardiness in building nuclear plants. 
But whatever the scientists believe, 
the miners are reaponding to reality 
- and fast. According to the latest 
Nukem market Report (Nukem handles 
äbout a quarter of the west's sales 
of uranium and is generally regarded 
as the industry's ba~ometer on 
uranium markets) some 60 uranium 
mines closed - or defered opening -
last year. 
A "reverse market" has now developed, 
says Nukem, wi th the sellers buying 
uranium and the buyers selling. In 
other words, the utilities which 
normally purebase the bulk of US civil 
uranium production have been selling 
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------
off their stockpiles (60% of the 
sellers of uranium in the first seven 
months of 1982 have been US utilities) 
- while uranium producers have been 
buying to meet long term contracts. 
(70% of the uranium was purchased in 
this way). 

As long-term contracts expire, and 
presumably future contracts get 
scarcer as the demand for nuclear 
power falls, the producers will tend 
topurebase on the spot market to 
meet their contracts, rather than 
go to the expense of producing their 
own yellowcake. 
One of the major reasens for the 
recent plummet in uranium prices 
(from a high of $42-$43 in 1979 to 
a current low of around $20), 
was the fact that the utilities 
started selling off some of their 
stockpiles in 1980. That didn't 
result in an immediate drop in 
uranium production. However, as the 
process has advanced over the last 
two years, the effect bas been 
cumulative. According to Nukem, this 
is the checklist of closures and 
reductions in output of American 
mines: 
TEXAS 
Chevron's PannaMaria mine is the 
only one now operating. 
Closed operations include: 
Conquista (Conoao/Pioneer) at érown
point. 
Felder mine (E~~on) 
Reduction in·outtut from: 
Trevino in-situeaching mine (Con
oao) 
El Mesquite (MobiZ). 
NB. In situ leaohing projects at 
four other locations are still 
functioning as "normal". 



However, Conoco recently announced 
that it was dropping all uranium 
projects while US Steel is trying 
to sell its Texas uranium interests 
at Burns and Clay West. And Wyoming 
Minerals (subsidiary of Westinghouse} 
is curren~ly closing down its Lamp
reach property. 
NEW MEXICO 
The only current producers are 
Homestake, at Milan (running at 
about one third capacity} 

at Grants section 23 
(reduced output} • 
Kerr McGee's Ambrosia Lake mill
well below capacity. 
ABOUT TO CLOSE: GuZf Oil's Mariano. 
Lake mine (ore depletion} • 
ON STANDBY are still all Kerr McGee's 
four mines. 
CLOSED are the mines owned by: 

Western Nuolear (Phelps Dodge) 
United Nuclear Corporation 
Anaconda (ARCO) 
Ranchers 
Sohio (B.P.) andReserve 

WYOMING 
Working at only half capacity are: 
the Petrochemics mine (Getty Oil) 
Lucky Mac (Pathfinder Mines/G.E.) 
Sweetwater (Union Oil) 
Gas Hills (Union Carbide) 
Bear Creek (Rocky Mountain Energy) 
Bec~use of the technical problems 
the only in situ leachin~ operation 
in the state, Ogle Petroleuro's 
Bison Basin property still hasn't 
reached design capacity. 
UTAH 
Operations have been suspended at 
Atlas Corp's Moab mine, while Rio 
Algom (RTZ) is running at about 
half its capacity. 
Pateau Resources Shooterihg Canyon 
mine and Energy Fuel's White Mesa 
project have not as yet been 
affected. 
ARIZONA 
Anamaz's copper uranium operations 
(jointly owned by Amax and Anaconda} 
have continued. 
COLORADO 
Cotter Corp's Canon City mine is 
operating at reduced scale, as is 
Dawn Mining's (Newmont} Midnite 
mine (due to litigation with the 
Spokane native Americans over 
royalties}. 
Union Carbide's Uravan mill closed 
for five months in April. 

FLORIDA 
Gardiner Ine has closed its 
phosphate/uranium operations -
leaving only Freeport McMoRan and 
IMC in the business. 

Is this, then, an end to uranium 
mining as we know it in bhe United 
States? 
It is too soon to tell Uranium 
exploration expenditure continues 
to reach record levels, and of 
course the overseas operations of 
some of these companies (notably 
Getty Oil, BP, RTZ) have not dim
inished in the slightest. Note 
too that some of these mines are 
being placed "on hold", and could 
be re-opened later, just as some of 
these mines closed in the 60's only 
to re-open ten years later. 

It is important to see the cutback 
in uranium production in the context 
of so-called "recession". Virtually 
all the uranium producers in the 
US have been worse affected by the 
drop in copper, and other base 
metal prices than they have been 
by the èollapse of the uranium 
price. 
What is perhaps most significant 
is that some of the Big Oil 
companies, who during the 1970's 
managed to get more than half ~f 
the US economically recoverable 
uranium reserves, are now pulling 
out of mining altogether. 
In the past few months, according 
to the US Mine Development Monthly 
(July 1982) Phillips announced 
the closure of its min.erals division, 
Conoco has decided to pull 
completely out of mining, and Occ
idental is trying to sell its miner
al units. All three companies have 
important uranium interests. 

Exxon and Western Nuclear (Phelps 
Dodge} are among the other energy 
corporations which waver on the 
home front - but they have important 
uranium investments overseas. 
(Note however that Exxon recently 
pulled out of Yeelirrie in 
Western Australia). 
It is also important to remember 
that the US continues to run the 
world's biggest nuclear programme 
(not to mention nuclear weapons 
arsenals) and therefore to require 
about half the western world' s ur·l
nium production, in one form or an-
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other. Onder current US legislation 
- introduced after the discovery -
of the uranium cartel in the 1970's 
- dornestic utilities can purebase 
foreign uranium up to 60% of their 
needs by the end of this year, while 
all restrictions on uranium imports 
are due to be removed in 1984. 
Earlier this year the US Senate 
passed an amendment to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commision authorisation 
bill. If it becomes law it will 
allow the US utilities to import 
no more than 20% of their uranium 
needs. The bill has already incited 
cries of 'protectionism' from 
Canada and Australia, and may 
indeed lead to a revival of the 
uranium carte!, which was partly 
intro.duced to overcome price 
controls brought about by original 
US import restrictions. 
Optimistically, even if this Bill 
becomes law, i t may not be in time 
to save a large number of US mines. 
Roger> Moody 
sour>ces: Nukem Marsket Repor>t 
(summar>ised in Mining.Jour>nal 3/9/82) 

MJ 4/6; 23/?/1982 
FT 3/9/82 

and the GulZivers File 
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VE WON! LOMEX GIVES UP IN 
CAUFORNIA 

We won! The Lomex Corporation has 
given up its plans to drill and 
mine in San Luis Obispo County. 
What's more, Lomex president, Hiram 
Bingham, stated on the phone that 
they are "dropping everything," re
linquishing all their uranium 
claims, and "We have no further 
plans for California at all." We've 
booted Lomex out of the whole 
state! 

The Oak ·rree Alliance offers its 
deep gratitude and hearty congratu
lations to every person, organ
isation and official throughout the 
Salinas River Vally for every 
calorie and penny spent toward our 
victory. The first reason Mr 
Bingham cited for their defeat was 
that "the environmental elimate out 
there is not a positive one to work 
in; the environmental elimate of 
San Luis Obispo County especially" 
citing all the frustration and 
fighting. 

The coalition of farmers, ranchers, 
Native Americans, environment
alists, and civic organisations, 
and officials and representatives 
at the local, state and federal 
levels disagreed. 

When information is in the hands of 
the people, there is power too. 
From 1971 to 1977, the u.s. Forest 
Service allowed Lomex to drill 
without any envir9nmental protect
ion. In doing so, the USFS decided 
that no public information or part
ielpation was needed. The people 
downstream were thus rendered 
powerless to proteet their water 
and property from Lomex's activi
ties. Red Wind, a communal settle
ment of Native Americans and 
others, has a parcel of land in the 
middle of the Los Padres National 
Forest. Residents depend on the 
water wells for drinking and irri
gation. But the radioactivity level 
in the water wells is now so high 
that drinking water has to be 
trucked into the village. 

But, ever since the public was 
first informed (through the county) 
about their plans, Lomex has been 
stQpped. Their plan to mine was 
stopped in 1979. Their latest 
drilling plan just became their 
last, and was the subject of a full 
Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS) as a direct result of public 
involvement. 

As the first rederal EIS ever re
quired for uranium exploratory 
drilling, this national precedent 
will help farmers, Native Ameri
cans, environmentalists and local 
governments elsewhere fighting to 
proteet their land and water from 
the uranium industry. Such an EIS 
provides for the application of 
laws and public comment at an 
earlier stage in the uranium fuel 
cycle than ever before possible. 

We must now address the degradation 
Lomex left us where they drilled 
before and now are readings of 
groundwater radioactive containment 
levels many times in excess of fed
eral safety standards. It is also 
time for us to proteet our water 
and land from further threats of 
contamination by making the cal! 
for a ban on uranium mining and 
exploration in our area a reality. 



Contact: David Broadwater 
Coordinator of the Ura
nium task force, 
Oak Tree Alliance, 
Atascadero, California, 
USA. 

URANIUM - IS THERE ANY PRO~IT LEFT? 

Ake Sundstrom, · October> 1982.. Srûeden 

Most people opposed to uranium 
mining emphasize the environmental 
issues, their doubts about nuclear 
reactor reliability or their fears 
about plutonium. 
Now, another reason is becoming 
more and more apparent: nuclear 
power is not even profitable. This 
is the ultimate irony: the enormous 
risks are not compensated by any 
economie gain. On the contrary, 
the nuclear companies are suffering 
from staggering losses. 
We know about the painful retreat 
of the reactor industry. All major 
companies are swimming in red ink. 
AEG in West Germany is on the brink 
of bankruptcy, to a high degree due 
to its nuclear adventure. Utilities 
with heavy nuclear committments are 
in deep trouble everywhere, with 
the plight in the state of washing-

_:t:on as a prime example. 
In Sweden, the two last reactors 
(number 11 and 12) will, according 
to my estimates, produce unbeliev
able losses: about 5 billion US 
dollars. Everi the bankers are warn
ing against nuclear power. The 
whole industry is slowly ~ollapsing. 
That is surely bad news for uranium 
mining companies. 
To me it is surprising that the 
economie issue has not been raised 
much earlier·by the anti-nuclear 
movement. After all, it is easy 
to see that nuclear power qas 
never been a viable proposition. 
It was introduced· in the US with 
government subsidies for the 
initial research effort. Even so, 
nuclear plants could not possibly 
pay their way before '1973, because 
of low oil and coal prices. They 
were built only at big losses to 
the reactor companies, which tended 
to regard these initial deficits 
as a reasonable price for access to 

what everybody thought was a 
gold mine of the future. 

With oil prices exploding in !974 
that golden age seemed to arr1ve. 

Order books were filled and 
prospects looked bright indeed. New 
uranium mines were opened, prices 
surged to very high levels. 
That glorious spell proved to be 
very short. When utilities rushed 
to sign new contracts they were 
short-sighted or even incompetent. 
They did not see the change in 
market conditions. With rising 
energy prices, consumers started 
to save and conserve. Previous 
demand forecasts became wildly 
unrealistic. They were revised -
and then revised again. They are 
still far too high. The saving 
potentlal and the general flexab
ility in the market economies 
continue to be underestimated. 
The result is that very little 
new capacity is needed. On the 
contrary, most industrial countries 
have too much capacity. This is 
going to be the major problem for 
the rest of the decade. 

The reactor industry is dying due 
to lack of new orders. It is caught 
in a vicious circle: to be cost
competitive it needs high electricity 
prices, but with high prices demand 
will disappear. Furthermore: 
government regulations are 
becoming stiffer, which tends to 
increase building costs. The out 
look is gloomy indeed - and the 
consequences are clear: more finan
cial defaults will follow the AEG 
and Washington disaster. 
Lower demand for electricity 
spells trouble for the uranium 
industry, which has expanded fast 
t~ meet that bright future foreseen 
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a few years ago. Today, the capacity 
is roughly twice as high as current 
demand and stocks have risen to 
extreme levels. The price (in real 
terms) has been cut about 50% since 
1979. Marginal mines are closing 
down at an increasing speed. New 
projects are abandoned. Only very 
rich ore bodies in very favourable 
locations are now being considered. 
Sweden is only one of many 
examples of uranium dreams going 
bust. 

Even the nuclear people are now 
reluctantly admitting that problems 
do exist. But many believe them 
temporary, and look for a recovery 
in the 1990's. In my judgement, they 
~:ill be wrong - again. The period 
of overcapacity and slow growth 
will be so long and the financial 
difficulties so profound, that 
precious little will remain of 
the reactor industry in ten years 
time. 
Of course one should never say never. 
What can not be fully foreseeen is 
the impact of new technology. Better 
reactor designs may appear, cutting 
costs and improving safety. But this 
will take time - and time is fast 
running out. 
In Sweden, the struggling reactor 
company ASEA l'.tom is trying to 
survive by developing heat reactors, 
to produce hot water for district 
heating systems. Similar plans 
exist in France and the USSR. 
We don't know very much about these 
reactors, but my hunch is that they 
will be a new dead-end - for reasons 
similar to those we have seen in 
the pol-Ter field. They are unlikely 
to be able to compete with "tradit
ional" fuels and energy systems, 
and even more unlikely to match 
returns on investments in conserv
ation and new energy efficient 
technology. One important factor 
is that oil and coal prices are going 
to rise much slower than is usually 
assumed (again due to reduced 
demand). One mayalso confidently 
predict, that safety problems are 
not going to be quite so easy to 
solve as the manufacturers are 
claiming. 
The nuclear advocates are still 
basing their optimistic views on 
hopelessly outdated theories about 
energy demand and the role of 
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energy as an 'engine' for indust
rial progress and economie welfare. 
Old ideas die slowly, but die they 
will. The rush into nuclear 
energy will soon be recognised as 
a mistake of gigantic dimensions, 
overshadowing other white elephants 
like the Concorde. 

Persuing new technology for its 
own sake is a folly. The disease is 
particularly virulent among 
government agencies with a plentiful 
supply of tax-payers money. The 
private industry would never have 
risked that much, but they were 
foolish enough to follo-v1 the lead. 

However the blame is to be 
distributed by future historians, 
quite a few enterprises have badly 
burned their fingers by believing 
in fairy tales. Some may be able to 
cover their losses from other 
activities. Others, like rnany uran
ium miners withno other souree of 
incorne, are worse off. 
It is increasingly clear that uran
ium should best be kept in the 
ground - also for economie reasons. 



RrSOURCrS 

LAND GRAB: THE CORPORP.TE THEFT OF 
WISCONSIN'S MINERAL RESOURCES 
A bocklet by Al Gedicks , Jane Clokey, 
Robert Kennedy and t-Uchael Soref. 
In the past ten years multinational 
mining corporations have quietly 
leased over 900,000 acres of 
valuable farmland, forest and 
recreational land in the Lake 
Superior region of Northern 
l1innesota and the upper peninsula 
of ~1ichigan. In addition to ident
ified reserves of copper, nickel, 
zinc and vanadium, potentiall~r 
rich deposits of radioactive uranium 
and thorium are believed to exist 
in the southernmost extension of 
the Canadian Shield geological 
formation in northern Wisconsin. 
This enormous storehouse of 
untapped mineral wealth has 
attracted over 40 multinational 
mining and energ~' corporations 
to the region. Land Grab: The Corp
orate Theft of Wisconsin 1 s ~!ineral 
Resources documents the how, why 
and where of mineral leasing in 
eight northern Wisconsin counties 
where mineral exploration is most 
intense: Forest, Florence, Marinette, 
Langlage, Oneida, Sawyer, Price 
and Rusk. Detailed maps are present
ed showing the location of mineral 
leasing in these eight counties. 
Accompanying tables show whic~ 
corporations are most active ~n 
each county. Corporate profiles 
are presented for three of the 
largest corporations: Exxon, Inco 
and Phelps DOdge. Data is presented 
on the mechanisms for unified action 
among the mining companies based on 
an analysis of directer and non
director links among the companies. 
As of June 1981, over 400,000 acres 
of public and private lands in 
northern Wisconsin have passed 
into the hands of corporations like 
Exxon, Kerr-~~Gee, Univeraal Oil 
Products, Western Nuclear, 
Kennecott, Inco (Canadian), t.tinatome 
{French) and urangesellschaft (West 

German). The data on corporate 
mineral leases reveals a pattern 
of extreme concentratien of land 
holdings among a few powerful 
corporations. The fact that many 
of these companies are oil companies 
that have only recently aquired 
mining subsidiaries (Exxon, 
Univeraal Oil Products, Sohio, 
Cetty etc) raises serieus 
questions about the ability of 
these corporations to bring a 
successful and environmentally 
responsible mine into production. 
The corporate profile of Exxon ex
amines Exxon's Highland uranium mine 
in Wyoming and shows numerous viol
ations of Wyoming environmental 
reg.ualtions. 
The study raises serieus questions 
about whether the large scale 
corporate mining operations can 
coexist with northern Wisconsin's 
most important rural industries: 
dairying, agriculture, forestry, 
tourism and recreation. The study 
argues that the long range planning 
of these global corporations envis
ions the Lake Superior region as a 
new resource colony that will 
provide cheap raw materials for 
corporate growth and diversification 
and a dumping ground for the toxic 
and radioactive wastes left behind 
after the mining process. 
A major conclusion of the study is 
that multinational mining corporat
ions are strategically vulnerable 
at the earliest stage of the mining 
and development process: mineral 
leasing. It is not too late to 
reverse the momenturn of resource 
coloniaation by the minin~ 
corporations. If Indian tribes and 
rural communites can avoid 
entering into unfavourable and 
inequitable lease agreements 
the bargaining power of a tribe and 
communitv will remain streng 
throughoÛt the negotiating process 
with the mining corporations. 
Centre for AZternative Mining Development 
PoZicy, 
1121 University Avenue, Madison~ 
Wisaonsin, 53'115, USA teZ 251 7246 
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•ENEI\GY DEVELOPMEMT• 
THE LAKOTA NATION AND THE OLACK HILLS 

EN ERG Y ISSUES OF THE • 80' s 
Energy development wlll be one of the most heoted controversies of the 

decade. The Block HIHs of South Dokoto represent the growiog conflict between 
those whowant to develop Americo's noturol resources ond those who would 
prese,ve them. Add to this conflict the spedol concerrts of The Lokoto people ond 
this region illustrotes whot is occumog throughout the Westem United Stotes. 

Rislog from the flat, dry land which surrounds them the Block HUls spon the 
westem edge of South Dokoto. Beneoth the hills lie ~ gnlflcont deposits of 
uranium, oll, gos ond cool. Mony of these resources c re on federol land. 

New U.S. Oef-Jrtment of the lnterior policies encOll.:lge wldespreod explorotlon 
for energy minerots on public lands. Mony Americons are concemed obout the 
repercussions o such ropid development in wlldeme,,s oreos while demond for 
dornestic souree _; of energy continues to grow. This ~ ogrom exomines these ond 
other issues In on hour of absorblog ond interestlog radio. 

NEW PERSPECTIVES 
Slnce vost omounts of energy resources lie under lndlon temtory, it Is necessory 

to conslder the effects of development on the Native people. Thls documentory 
features the perspective of Americon lndion culture, tradition ond relotionship to 
the Iond--on unfomillor viewpoint which is of interest to mony Americons. 

The Lokoto Notlon, knówn to most Americons os Sioux lndions, have inhoblted 
the Dlock HUls region for centuries. Their concerns obout development exemplify 
the concems of lndions in other energy-rich oreos. 

THE ISSUES 
The Important dedsions regafding the development of our energy resources will 

affect all Americons. The notion must oddress the some questions which the peo· 
ple of South Ookoto are now osklng. 
WILL ENERGY DMLOPMENT SCAR THE LAND AND DESTROY WILDERNESS AREAS? 
HOW CAN WE MINIMIZE FOREIGN CONTROL OF OUR ENERGY SUPPLIES? 
OONi WE NEED MORE EXPLOP.ATION TO MEET AMERICA'S ENERGY NEEDS? 
WILL DAMAGE TO THE WATER IN THESE AGRICULTURAL AREAS AFFECT OUR FOOD SUPPLY? 

Locol concems common to minerol-producing stotes include: the need to ex· 
pond the economie base of thelr communlty, possible heólth hazards connected 
with uranium minlng ond miJllog ond a feor of boom·town economy. 

Our progrom explores the Issues using inteiViews ond speeches by lndions, ron· 
chers, development corporotions, envlronmentolists, govemment ogendes ond 
others. This material Is presented In o radio progrom olive wlth vMd sound, In
tense emotlons ond concise lnformotion. Usteners goin a better understondlog of 
the issues conneaed wlth energy development ond how it affects thelr llves. 

PROGRAM A V AILAOILITY 
This progrom con be used for broodcast or non-broodcast use. There are some 

broodcast restrictlons, so eoch oir date must be orronged wlth the producers. The 
one-hour monourol progrom Is avoilobie through the scheduled sotelllte tronsmls· 
slons ond on audio tape. lnduded with the progrom is on audio promotion piece 
ond photo-reody newspoper copy. 
Produced by T.J. WESTERN ond DAVID McKAY wlth funds provided by CPB through 
Notienol Public Radio's Sotelllte Progrom Development Fund. 
For more lnformotion, pleose contact: 

TJ. WESTERN P.O. Oox 3726 Minneopolls, MN 55403 (612) 377-0450 



Additional material received from: 
SOtn'HWEST RESEARCH AND INFORHATION CENTRE, ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

URANIUM MINING: 

papers from the International sympo5ium on Management of Waste!'i from Uranium 
Mining and Milling, Albuquerque New Mexico, U.S.A. 10-14 May 1982: 

"Geomorphic Hazards and uranium-Tailings Disposal" S.A.Schumrn, J.E.Costa, 
T.C.Toy, R.F.Warner. from the Universities of Colorado, Denver, 
Wisconsin, ·and Sydney,N.s.w. 

" Criteria for the J..ong Term Management of Uranium Mill Tailings" 
Office of the Supervising Scientist, Sydney, Austra1ia 

R.H.Fry 

" Physico-Chemica1 Processes in Uranium Mil1 Tailings and Their Relationship 
to Contamination" ~.Marko!'i, K.J.Bush, ~~ochemistry and Environmental 

Chemistry Research, Inc. South oakota, u.s .A. 

" Radionucl idNi in Process and Wi'lstP StreamR at an Operating Uranium tH 11" 
R.J .Ring*, D.M.I.evins*, I•' •• J.Geet 

*Australian Atomie Energy Commission Research Establishment,Sydney 
IQueensland Mines Ltd, Darwin 

•: Regulation of the Management of Waste from Uranium Mining and Milling in 
Australia" - R.M.Fry, Office of the Supervising Scientist Sydney 

and I.W.Morison, Department of National Development and Energy, Canberra 

" An Ecologica1 Approach to the Assessment of Vegetation Cover on Inacti ve 
Uranium Mill Tailings Sites" M.Kalin and c.caza from Institute fcu 

Environmental Studies, University of Toronto, Canada 

Bibliography/Literature Review J British Columbia Medical Association (54 articles) 

HEALTH 

"Birth Effects in Areas of uranium Mining" WilHam Wiese M.D. ,M.P .H. 
Department of Family, Community and Emergency Medicin~, UnivPrsity of 
New Mexico School of Medicine, Albuquerque (OCtober, 1981) -
paper presented at Radietion Hazards in Mining International Conference 

"Lung Cancer Among Navajo Uranium Miners" L.S.Gottlieb, M.O.,F.C.C.P. and' 
L.A.Husen, M.D. (Reprint from'Chest' Vol 81, April 1982) 

"Navajo uranium Operations: Early Hazards and Recent Interventions" 
H. '1'110 , Navajo Environmental Proteetion Commies ion, and 
L.M Shie1ds, Navajo Community College (Reprint from Journal of Science, 
New Mexico, Vol 20, No 1, June 1980) 

"Summary of Major Points made in Royal Commission of Inquiry: Heal th and 
Environmental Proteetion :Uranium Mining - British OOlumbia Medical Assn. 

Relating to Health Effects of Radiation in Uranium Mining" 
prepared by E.R.Young,BSc,M.o. 

"Birth Anomalies Among the Navajo in the Shiprock, ~ Mexico, Uranium Mining Area" 
Lora Mangum Shields, Navajo COmmunity College, Shiprock N.M. 

a review of hospital records 1964-79 

Transcript of Meeting held Pebruary, 1981 Albuquerque, New Mexico on 
"Birth éffects in the Four corners Area" papera include: 
EnvironMntal evaluation, Sex ratio pattems, semen analysis arnong Uranium 
miners, Congenttal anomalies. 
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RISK ANALYSIS OF RAnON 222 
FROM URANIUM WASTE TAILINGS. 
K Nienhuys, P.A. Okken, Groningen, 
the Netherlands, 1980. 

This artiete first appeared in 
the ecientifie journat Intermediar 
in 1980. Lin Pugh transtated it. 

In recent years the desirability 
and need for energy derived from 
nuclear power to create electric
ity has been frequently discussed. 
In the Netherlands a "Broad Social 
Discussion•is taking place at 
this point in time on the subject.? 
Up until now little attention has 
been paid in these discusslons to 
the effects of uranium mining on 
public health. That is what th1s 
artiele concentratea on. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the main problems of the 
large scale application of nuclear 
energy is an unavoidable and ir
reversible increase of radioactiv
ity in the biosphere. Because of 
the long duration of some radio
active substances their effect on 
public health will last a long 
time -- long after the application 
of splitting atoms to make elect
ricity is a thing of the past. 
The waste of nuclear power plants, 
which is discussed at length in 
the Netherlands, forms a part of 
this problem. This artiele is about 
another form of waste in the ·nu
clear chain: the waste remaining 
after uranium is mined. In the 
Netherlands this subject has had 
hardly any attention, probably 
because uranium is not mined in 
this country. 

We will show in this artiele that 
the effects of uranium mining 
wastes stretch beyond country 
boundaries, and last a long period 
of time. 
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In risk analyses in which the fossil 
fuel cycle and the atomie cycles 
are compared, mostly one figure is 
given for the quantity of negative 
affects on public health caused 
by any one activity. Through thi~the 
fàlse impression is given that such 
figures are reasonably reliable and 
acceptable. In this artiele we 
present uncertainty margins in our 
estimate of the number of negative 
effects on public health through 
radon emission from uranium mining 
wastes. We have made this estimate 
on long and short terms, in the 
United States and in Europe. In 
Europe, there are no other estimates 
in the available literature. 
RADON FROM URANIUM \IASTES 

Uranium is the fuel of nuclear 
power stations and nuclear bonibs. 
In pure form uranium is a metal. It 
is found in the ground as ore which 
contains extremely small amounts 
of uranium. Directly after the 
mining it i's taken to be processed 
into a product which contains 70% 
uranium. This product is basically 
uranium oxide and is therefore 
mostly called "yellowcake". 
After the yellowcake has been ex
tracted a mountain of ore wastes 
remains which is, sadly enough, 
about the same volume as it was when 
still in the ground. The 

waste is most often deposited above 
ground level. Radon gas escapes 
from this mountain of wastes and 
gets into the air :.._ when people 
breath radon gas in, lung cancer 
is the result. To understand where 
this waste comes from we will first 
tackle the subject of radioactivity 
and the decay process. 

THE DECAY OF URANIUM 
All substances are made of atoms. 
Every .. atom belongs to a certain 



element. For example the element 
hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), uranium 
{U), etc. 
Not all atoms belonging to a 
certain element are equal. From 
many elements you find atoms with 
different atomie masses. These are 
called isotopes • For example, in 
natural uranium you find the foll
owing isotopes: uranium 238 (99.28%), 
uranium 235 (0.72%), uranium 234 
(0.006%). The greatest amount of 
natural uranium therefore is made 
of atoms with atomie mass 238 
(uranium 238). 
Uranium is not a stable element. 
It is radioactive. Through the pro
cess of radiation an atom decays 
to an atom of the same element 
with a lower atomie mass or to an 
atom of another element. This 
newly created atom can also be rad• 
ioactive and in the course of time 
decay. When in this way a whole 
series of atoms are created you 
talk about a decay chain. 
The decay chain of the isotope U238 
is important. 
In table 1 you see that the decay 
process begins with uranium 238 and 
ends at lead 206. Of the different 
isotopes, the half life is given. 
This is the time in which the 
quantity of atoms is half the 
orginal quantity, due to radioactive 
decay. Which in effect means that 
if an element has a half life of 
2 days, in four days you will have 
one-quarter the original quantity, 
and so in. 
The thirteen middle products in 
the decay line have a half life 
which is much shorter than that 

TABLE 1 DECAY CHAIN OF URANIUM 2 38 

uranium 238 thorium 234 
4.5 x 109 years ~ 24.1 days 

uranium 234 thorium 230 
2.5 x 1Q5 years .....-+ 76,000 years 

radon 222 polonium 218 
3.82 days -:r+ 3.05 minutes 

bismuth 214 polonium 214 

of uranium 238. 'l'herefore a balance 
is achieved in the decay line in 
the course of time. Every second, 
~or example, a certain quantity of 
thorium 230 (from U234} comes into 
existence and per second thorium 
decays (to radium 226) • The total 
quantity of thorium 230 remains, 
therefore, the same. This is 
called "secular balance". 
A quantity of uranium ore which 
exists for several thousand years 
undisturbed under the ground will 
have a characteristic level of 
middle products of the decay 
chain (these isotopes cannot come 
into being any other way) .For iso
topes with a short half life this 
level is very small. The character
istic level is larger for uranium 
234, thorium 230 and radium 226. 
In the production of yellowcake a 
chemical extraction technique is 
used in which selective uranium is 
extracted from the ore. Through 
this the middle products originally 
in the ore (thorium 230, radium 226, 
etc) get into the waste mountain. 
Because these middle products, 
like uranium, are metals, they will 
remain in the waste mountain under 
normal circumstances. But there is 
one deviant: radon 222. This is a 
noble gas and can therefore escape 
the tailings pile and enter the 
atmosphere, through emission. 
In the wastes, called tailings, 
therè is also a secular balance 
regarding radon 222, so that a 
constant amount of radon 222 exists 
at any one second. In principle the 
radon emissions can continue 
until the "parent" in the decay 

paladium 234 ,...... 1.17 minutes ..,..... 
radium 226 ....,... 1600 years ~ 
lead 214 

-zMo 26.8 minutes -p+ 
lead 210 

19.7 minutes -;-+ 1.62 x lo-4 seconds 

""' • 21 years ..".....+ 
bismuth 210 polonium 210 lead 206 
5.01 days -;-+ 138.4 days --;<+ stable 

Radioactiva decay is shown with an ar~ow. The half life of each product is given, 
as is the sort of radioactivity the product has. ttradiation (2 protons, 2 neutrons) 
or p radiation (electrons). 
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line, thorium 230, is totally de
cayed.Thorium 230, however, has a 
very long half-life: 76,000 years. 
So to expect the end of radon 222 
you will have to wait for 76,000 
years~ and then you have only gotten 
to half the time it will take to 
go. 
Not all the radon 222 formed in 
the tailings pile escapes. The gas 
takes some time to get from the 
place where it is made to the 
surface. Because radon 222 has a 
half life of 3,82 days, it can 
happen that the radon 222 is al
ready decayed before it gets to the 
surface. · 
In the methods of tailings storage 
used normally , only several 
percent of the radon will escape. 
Exactly how much will escape depends 
on the combination of which metbod 
of storage is used, and the storage 
site. We will first look in more 
detail at the methods of storing 
uranium mining wastes. 
URANIUM TAILINGS 
Uranium mining has a short 
history. It is really only since 
after the second world war that 
uranium mining has be.come an 
industry, particularly in the 
United States. The principle 
mining area was used in the early 
years almost entirely for making 
nuclear weapons. From 1974 the 
annual use of uranium for civil 
purposes (electricity generation) 
exceeded for the first time military 
use. 11 · 

'l'ABLE 2 URANIUM PRODUCTION IN WESTERN 

Production (tons uranium) 

Country 

United States 
Can~da 

South Africa and Namibia 
France 
Zaire 
Australia 
other countries 0 

o In order of production in 1976: 

1976 

9800 
4850 
3410 
2060 

360 
2740 

One half of the uranium ore is 
mined in open mines, the other half 
underground. In Europe mostly 
underground mining is used (France, 
Czechoslovakia). In less thickly 
populated regions (Namibia, North 
Australia) uranium is mined in 
open pits. Using open pit mining is 
only feasible up till a certain 
depth. To keep the transport costs 
as low as possible the mill, or 
extraction factory, is usually as 
close as possible to the uranium 
mine. 

In the early period of uranium 
mining little interest was shown 
in the uranium tailings. This was 
thrown onto piles near the 
mill. The tailings pile is mostly 
fine sand and is therefore an att~ 
ractive building material. As such 
it has been used for, amongst other 
things, road construction and the 
foundations of houses and buildings. 
In the American town of Grand 
Junction hundreds of houses 
have been built using tailings 
sand. In 1965 the practice was 
stopped in that city - it was 
feared the sand could endanger 
public health. When it was 
later re~ised that the radiation 
concentrations in these homeswere 
far too high, the floors were torn 
out, and new foundations were 
laid. This work was begun in 1973, 
and is still to this day being 
worked on. 

period before 1976 

199900 
107180 

72570 
24180 
21600 

7080 
14960 

Gabon, Nigeria, Portugal, Malagasia, Spain, Argentina, West Germany, SWeden, Japan, 
Mexico, India. 
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At about this same time people 
began to realise that radon 
emission from the mountwins of 
tailings is a public health danger. 
The f[-rst report on that dates from 
1973. The mountains of tailings are 
susceptible to erosion. The fine 
sand easily blows away and slides 
of the piles often occur. When 
the pile becomes wet poisonous 
substances (heavy metals) leach 
out and reappear again in drinking 
water. 
Because people graduallybecame 
aware of these problems, better 
storage methods were sought. The 
only method which a lso limi ts the 
long term dangers of uranium 
tailings is underground storage. 
For example, through putting wastes 
back into the mine. When uranium 
ore is mined underground, only a 
small percentage of the tailings 
can be put ·back into the earth. 
In France, for example, it cannot 
be used as support material in the 
mines because of bad mechanical 
characteristics. When the under
ground mine stops, the volume of 
the mine is always lessened -
shrinking, sinking etc. The mine 
also becomes partially filled with 
water.12 
When uranium ore is mined in open 
pits , returning the was tes to the . 
mine is realistic. In open pit min
ing a layer of stone is first 
removed before reaching the ore. In 
the resulting hole there is later 
enough space for the tailings. In 
this way the uranium in Northern 
Australia will be, after 20 years 
(when the mining is complete) put 
back and covered with inert stone.l3 
It is the general practice to store 
above-ground waste in the form of 
a plateau. Attempts to stabilise 
this plateau by covering with 
asphalt layers or through planting 
has brought no success. The 
asphalt layer split and broke up 
Very few plants are willing to 
grow on sand in a dry climate. 
Another form of storage is the 
conical form. Propagandists of the 
cone form claim that the structure 
is less sensitive to erosion 
because there are fewer steep rises 
and because no pit can form at 
the top. The problem of leaching 
by heavy metals is then supposedly 
overcome by having seve.ral retention 

ponds in which the water which has 
dripped away accumulates and in the 
course of time the heavy metals 
accuroulate on the pond floor. The 
tailings can also be stored in a 
basin. It is mixed with water and 
stored in a walled area. The pros 
of this is that the tailings are 
less sensitive to erosion and that 
the water above the tailings stops 
radon emissions. One thing against 
it is the extra costs involved in 
building and maintaining the walls. 
maintenance is necessary because 
of the danger of the wall break
ing. In July 1979 for example the 
wall of the tailings basin at Church 
Rock, New Mexico, broke, and 1100 
tons of radioactive tailings and 
400 million litres 9f water flooded 
into the Rio Puercoi4If a basin 
is not constantly replenished 
with new wastes it will dry out be
cause the water evaporation is 
high and other water escapes 
underground. In that case there is 
no difference between plateau 
and basin storage once the 
company has packed up and gone home. 

In all this it is important to 
remember that large quantities of 
radioactive wastes are involved. To 
give an impression: to have the 
nuclear power plant at Borselle 
functioning at full power for 1 
year, 90 tons of uranium are needed. 
In the mining of this, 30,000 m3 
waste is created when we assume 
that the uranium level in the ore 
is 0.2%. As time goes by the 
percentage of uranium in the ore is 
getting poorer, so the example is 
not at all ~n exxageration. In the 
United States the average uranium 
content level is 0.15% and in the 
near future it looks likr5ores 
with 0.03% will be mined. In that 
case, to service Borselle, 200,000 m3 
radioactive wastes will be created 
annually. 

LUNG CANCER THROUGH RADON 

After emitting from the tailings 
pile the radon comes into the 
atmosphere and is caught on the 
wind. In this way it can be breath
ed in by the general public. As 
the half life is 3.82 days, radon 
gas carried on the wind can travel 
large distances and reach thickly 
populated regions.16 
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Lung cancer arises from damage 
to lung tissue. We understand 
that lung cancer particularly 
is created then when alpha 
radiation strikes the kernel 
of the cells from which the 
lung epitelium is formed. 
(basal cells, see fiqure 2)4 
When someone breathes in radon gas, 
the chances increase for contracting 
lung cancer. This is not caused by 
the radon itself: radon is an inert 
gas and is not held in the lungs 
once breathed in. The risk comes 
from the "short lived daughters" 
of radon 222: these are the iso
topes polonium 218, lead 214., bis
muth 214, and polonium 214 all of 
which have a short half life 
(from i62 microseconds to 27 
minutes, see tablè 1). 
The short lived daughters of radon 
are formed as ions. After being 
breathed in, free ions are held 
captive in the air passages, part
ially in the lungs which are most 
sensitive to radiation. Free ions 
are extremely reactive and the 
most short lived daughters will 
quickly unite with dust particles 
in the air (aerosols) • When an 
aerosol is breathed in there is a 
certain chance that it will be held 
in the lungs. This chance depends 
on the size of the aerosol: the 
smaller the aerosol, the greater 
the chance of being held captive 
in the lungs. 
The short lived radon daughters 
which are captive in the lungs 
can damage the lung tissue 
through radioactivity, which they 
emit. Most dangerous here is the 
alpha radiation from polonium 218 
and 214. This radiation has a min
imal depth (no more than 70 micro 
meter) but is extremely energetic. 

When tissue receives a certain 
amóunt of radiation, a radiation 
dose is referred to. Radiation 
doses are expressed in the quant~ 
ity "rem". This tells how much 
radiation energy per gram tissue 
is absorbed, multiplied by a 
quality factor according to the 
sort of radiation. 

A radiation dose can be calculated 
when the exposure to radon gas 
is known. It is difficult, however, 
to calculate the radiation dose 
which the basal cells of the lung 
epitelium receive when the short 
lived radon daughters are inhaled. 
In the literature various conclus
ion~ are reached. The calculated 
radiation doses(with the same 
exposure) differ by a factor of 
60 from each other. 
To estimate the number of deaths 
in a whole population as a result 
of lung cancer caused by a certain 
quantity of short lived radon dau
ghters is difficult. The problem 
can be avoided by basing figures 
on actual figures from the quantity 
of deaths from lung cancer of 
mine werkers. One can make a direct 
link between exposure (retention 
of short lived daughters) and effect 
(lung cancer) • 

LONG CANCER AMONG MINE WORKERS 

In uranium mines and in other mines 
which have uranium hearing rocks, 
high concentrations of radon and 
its short lived daughter products 
float into the air. The existence 
of lung cancer deaths in these 
mines is a well known fact from 
long ago: in the silver mines of 
Jachymor (Joachimsthal) , people 
since the 15th century have called 

(Alschuser) 

mucus layer ------\ 

Figure 2. Crosseetion of the lung 
epitelium according to Altschuler. hairs 

Source: B Altschuler, Health Phys• 
ics 10: 1137-1161 (1964) 
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this illness "mountain sickness". 
The uranium mineral pitchblend was 
found in these areas. At that time 
it was a useless mineral, and was 
thrown on the wastepile beside the 
mine. The black piles of pitchblend 
were a curiosity because they lit 
up at night. 
There have been many times when 
mountain sickness was the cause 
of death of half the mine workers. 
After mountain sickness was diag
nosed in the 1930's as lung cancer 
epidimilogical research of this 
work-related illness was begun. 
For this research, groups of 
miners were chosen who had been 
exposed to high concentrations of 
the short lived radon daughters. 
In this way six groups of mine 
workers were investiga~ed, namely 
in Newfoundland (Canada, 630 
mineworkers), England (500 
mineworkers), Sweden (4866 workers), 
u.s.A. (3366 workers), Czechoslov
akia (more than 3400 workers) and 
Ontario (Canada, 7000-8000 mine
workers). 
The result of these investigations 
differ. The differences in results 
can be written down to inadequate 
measurement programmes (measurement 
of the concentrations of short
lived radon daughters in the mine 
air) , dubious diagnoses and in 
some instances the short time 
between exposure and research 
(the average latency period of 
lung cancer is 20 years after 
exposure). 

In these investigations people 
looked for a direct link between 
exposure and effect. The minework
ers were divided into groups 
according to the amount of short
lived radon daughters they had 
breath~d in. From each group the 
extra number of deaths from 
lung cancer were checked. By 
extra, they meant more than what 
would be expected on the grounds 
of age, smoking habits, etc. The 
results were expressed in a so
called "exposure effect curve". 

On the basis of our evaluation, 
the Czech and the Ontario research 
are the more trustworthy. The 
report of the "United Nations 
Scientific Committee on the Effects 
of Atomie Radiation" (UNSCEAR 
Report),_ 1977, also supports 

this conclusion. 4 

fig 3. "Exposure Effect Cu~ve for 
czech Mineworkers" 
source: Sevc et al, Health Physics 
30:433-437 (1976) 
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In figure 3 the inhaled quantity 
of short lived radon daughters 
is expressed in the special entity 
WLM. The blocks express the 95% 
certainty interval. 
For the Canadian uranium workers 
(Ontario) no exposure effect curve 
has been produced. Th~ results 
till now'indicate a curve similar 
to that in the Czech research. 
To what extent can we now use the 
now recognised link between expos
ure and effect for mineworkers 
to calculate the effect of 
exposure to radon and its daught
ers for the general public. 
Two problems arise: the exposure 
is for individual merobers of the 
population less than for the 
mineworkers and the nature of 
exposure is variable. 
The straight line in figure 3 drawn 
between the measurernent points, 
reflects the point that there is 
a linear conneetion between expos
ure (compared with the dose result
ing from this) and the damage 
resulting from radiation. One 
usually assumes these days that 
the line cannot be drawn through 
the zero point. That is to say, 
for a low radiation dose (members 
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of the public in this case) the 
same, constant relationship between 
dose and effect will apply as 
for higher radiation doses 
(mineworkers), In the National 
Academy of Sciences of 1979 the 
majority of the Committee on 
the Biological Effects of Ionising 
Radiation (BEIR) put forward 
that the application of a linear 
dose-effect relationship would 
not overestimate the effect of 
a lower dose. This is a controver
sial question. On the one hand 
for example, a minority of the 
BEIR Commission is convineed 
that a low radiation dose does 
not have a relatively lesser 
effect. On the other hand more 
recent information indicates that 
lower radiation doses may have in 
fact more effect than one could 
expect on the basis of a linear 
dose-effect relation would have 
you believeV Archer, who has done 
a lot of research on mine workers, 
believes that the use of the linear 
hypothesis absolutely underestim
ates the risk of l ung cancer as 
a result of lower doses of radiat
ion from the short lived radon 
daughter~O We also choose a 
conservative approach by assuming 
a linear conneetion between dose 
and effect. Up until now we have 
only talked about the exposure 
of mineworkers, not about the 
dose of the exposure. The reason 
for this is that the mine air has 
a different composition than air 
outside the mine. The estimation 
of exposure to mine air in an 
absorbed dose for mineworkers 
differs also from the calculated 
dose members of the public receive 
who live some distance downwind 
from the tailings pile. We will 
shortly return to this point. 

RISK ANALYSIS 

In the above a q_ualititive descrip
tion is given of the problem of 
radon emission from uranium waste 
tailings. We are also interested 
in a quantative description. This 
is important in comparisons of the 
damage to the public health 
resulting from the different forms 
of electricity production. 
In the u.s. more attention is being 
given to the dangers of radioactive 
waste tailings. In the course of 
time three scientific reports have 
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appeared on this subject (1,2,3). 
In these reports an estimate is 
made of the number of deaths from 
lung cancer caused by radon emiss
ion during a certain period of 
time (one year) from the quantity 
of uranium necessary to produce a 
certain quantity of electricity 
(8.76 x 109 kwh)~lTo present~ 
figure for the estimate you will 
give the appearance of relative 
precision. Yet three different 
American reports have arrived at 
three different estimated figures. 
The estimate of one report is 
a factor of 10 higher than a 
second figure. The third figure 
lies somewhere between the other 
two. These differences can be 
put down to "scientific uncertain
ty". Many figures which are 
necessary for the estimate are 
not known with any certainty 
so guesses are made. 

UNCERTAINTY MARGINS 

In the risk analysis the question 
is: how many people within a cer
tain period (one year) will die 
from lung cancer because they have 
inhaled radon gas coming from 
uranium tailings piles resulting 
from the amount of uranium mined 
to produce 8. 76 x 10.9kwh electric
ity? The answer to this question 
can be found via the answers 
to six consequative questions: 
1. How much uranium is necessary 

to produce 8,76 x 109 kwh 
in a nuclear power plant? 

2. How much radium 226 is present 
in the tailings of this 
quantity of uranium? 

3. What radon emission causes this 
amount of radium 226 per year? 

4. What is the public exposure 
(through inhaling the short 
lived radon daughters) as a 
result of this radon emission? 

5. How great is the total radiation 
dose (in the lung epitelium) 
caused by this public exposure? 

6. How many lung cancer deaths 
result from this radiation 
dose? 

The answer to each question is a 
~remise with an uncertainty margin. 
The product of the six premises 
produces the answer to the original 



Figure 4. Compat·ison of premises for 
the six questions in the risk analysis. 
~he lowest prémise is set at one. 
the numbers in brackets refer i:o the 
literature list. 
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question. The uncertainty in each 
premise has been found through 
identifying the minimal and the 
maximal possible premises. The 
relationship between the largest 
and smallest valtte is the un
certainty margin. 

I 

The figures for this analysis are 
deduced from the technica! and 
scientific literature. Besides that 
we have further refined some of 
the estimates of some premises 
by bringing in more variables. From 
the combination of all the figures 
we conclude that the uncertainty 
margin in an estimate of the amount 
of dea~hs from lung cancer each year 
per quantity of electricity 
produced has a factor of 30,000. 
For every premise we present in 
figure 4 a maximum, minimum and 
reasonable estimate shown as a 
striped line(6), as wellas other 
premises mentioned in the liter~ 
ature(l,2,3,4,5). All values are 
normed at the least value. 
We will now look at the six 
questions in which scientific 
uncertainties play a role in 
ascertaining the effects of 
emission of radon from uranium 
tailings on public health. 

10 I~ /lfl lb '·' <o 
I I I 

I ~.:t~.t 

Uncertainty margins 
qn 1 1.9 
qn 2 1.8 
qn 3 70.1 
qn 4 3.6 
qn 5 12..7 
qn 6 2.8 

tctal 30691 

SCIENTIFIC UNCERTAINTIES 

1. In reekoning the quantity of 
uranium necessary for the product
ion of 8.76 x 109kwh in a nuclear 
power plant we assume we are talk
ing about a light water reactor, 
because more th~ 90% of all . 
nuclear power plants are of this 
type. The necessary amount of 
uranium varies in the different 
reports. As you will see in fig 4 
the uncertainty margin is a factor 
of 1.9. The difference can be put 
down to , for example, the time at 
which fuels rods are placed in a 
light water reactor. Other differ
ences have to do with whether 
or not used fuel rods are re
processed, and if they are re
processed, whether only the 
uranium, or also the plutonium, 
gets recycled. Finally various 
premises are made which relate to 
uranium losses in the enrichment 
process and in the fuel rod fact
ory. 

2. Given the necessary amount 
of uranium, an estimate can be 
made of the amount of uranium 
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ore which has to be mined and 
the quantities of radium 226 wh1ch 
remain behind in the tailings pile. 
The estimates differ here by a 
factor of 1.8. 
Important in this are the premises 
relating to the uranium output at 
the extraction mill: the present 
output percentages differ 80-90%. 
There is also a difference in open 
pit and underground mining. With 
open mining large quantities of 
rock have to be removed; in 
some cases these rocks themselves 
contain large q~antities of 
radium 226. It is also important 
whether or not secular balance 
exists in the tailings, how much 
radium 226 accidently gets extract
ad from the ore at the mill, and 
how much radium 226 disappears 
from the tailings through erosion. 

3. The radium 226 in the tailings 
decays to radon· 222, but as we 
earlier said, not all the radon 
gas comes into the air. Estimates 
relating to the amount of radon 
emission differ widely from each 
other, mith maximal a factor of 70. 

For our calculations we assume 
that the tailings are piled in 
plateau form' (see fig 1) because 
this is.representative also for 
dried-up basin storage and because 
the minimum and maximum of the 
conical mountain and the shapeless 
piles fall within the minima and 
maxima of the plateau form. 
Important is the height of the 
pile: with a height of 10 meters 
the amount of radium 226 is 5 to 
10 times lower than by the height 
of 1.15 metres, as aresult of 
the radioactiva decay of the radon 
which in the first example has to 
travel further to reach the atmos
phere. For the same reason the com
position of the tailings pile is 
important: the size of the part
icles, the wetness, the compactness 
and the geological age of the rocks 
In addition the effect of the 
height of the plateau on the 
radon emission from one sort of 
transport mechanism (molecular 
diffusion) is calculated. Besides 
this one can also take into 
account transport through water 
and through convection. The 
combination of all these factors 
leads to the minimum and maximum 
radon emissions such as are 
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presented in figure 4. The premises 
which lie between deserve some 
explanation. The figure which 
we obtained from raferenee 5 is 
calculated from 22 existing, aband
onned uranium tailings piles in 
the u.s. with an average height 
of 5.25 metres. This calculation 
is partially supported by field 
measurements of the radon con
centrations in the air around 
three of the piles. The results 
are shown in fig.5. 
The model calculations in ref (1) 
were made in 1973. Since then a 
lot more is known about the in
fluence of height and the composit
ion of the wastes on radon 
Gmissions. 
Given that there is not much 
known about emission of radon 
from basin tailings and that 
empirical facts do not exist, 
one can only make an average 
guess in the figure 4 scheme. 

Fig 5. Measured and calculated 
radon 222 concentrations in the 
air around 3 uranium tailings 
piles in the u.s. 
source: ref 5. 
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4. On the basis of a certain 
radon emission one can calculate 
the public exposure. The uncertain
ty margin carries in the case of 
thè u.s.A. a factor of 3.6. 
The three premises in the scheme 
((1,2),3,6) are derived from the 
following method. First a calcul
ation using a meteorological model 
is made at different distances from 
the souree of radon emission (the 
tailings pile) to determine the 
radon concentrations in the air. 
Here the important variables are 
the direction of the wind, the 
speed of the wind, and the height 
of the mixing layer in the atmos
phere. When these calculations of 
radon concentrations are combined 
with regional population concen
trations in the u.s. an estimation 
can be made as to the exposure of 
the u.s. public. The outcome of 
this calculation in reference (1,2) 
is a factor of 2 higher than the 
calculation in ref (3). The result 
of the calculation we did together 
with G. van Dijk lies somewhere 
between the two calculations. We 
describe in reference 22 the 
meteorological model used in 
these calculations. 22 

We then corrected our calculation 
for 3 situations which have not 
been taken into account in the 
other three calculations. A radon 
emission on American soil can also 
cause public exposure to radon 222 
outside the u.s. 

If the mine is close to a large 
city, the public exposure is 
higher. We have also taken into 
account that radon gas spreads 
in the atmosphere according to 
hydrostatic balance. We include 
the fact that the pressure of 
a gas decreases as the height 
increases. Therefore close to earth 
one finds more radon than is 
expected by uniform spreading in 
a mixing layer at a certain height. 
5. When the amount of short lived 
radon daughters inhaled by a 
population (exposure) ,is calculated, 
a radiation dose of the whole 
population can be assumed. Con
sidering that from our evaluation 
the epidemological research of the 
lung cancer deaths of Czech mine 
workers appears the most reliable, 
we havè taken this as a starting 
point. In this research one used a 

certain conneetion between the ex
posure of uranium mine workers and 
the radiation dose. To correct this 
conneetion for the difference 
between exposure of the public 
in general we used, among other 
things, the same methodology as the 
UNSCEAR report. 4 

The UNSCEAR report uses only one 
correction, namely a correction 
for decreased breathing. Mineworkers 
breathe in 20 litres of air per 
minute, while the general public 
usually breathes in 15 litres per 
minute. Therefore the radiation 
per individual of the public at 
a certain concentration of short
lived radon daughters in the air is 
25% less than for mine workers. 
There are other differences as 
well. We have used four other cor
rections. The most important are 
the corrections for differences in 
aerosol size and for the creation 
of free ions. The short lived radon 
daughters mostly attach themselves 
to aerosols. From measurements it 
appears that the average aerosol size 
in normal air is a factor of 
2-6 smaller than in a mine. The 
smaller aerosols have a higher 
chance of remaining in th~ lungs 
after inhalation; therefore we 
assume the public radiation level 
will be re!at1vely higher. Further 
a small part of the short lived 
radon daughters do not attach 
themselves to aerosols but float 
as free ion in the air. As we have 
already stated some free ions 
remain in the lungs after inhalation. 
In normal air relatively more free 
ions appear than in mine air. This 
means that with respect to this 
factor public radiation doses 
will be higher than mine doses. 
TWo other less important corrections 
need to be taken into account, 
namely corrections for the differ
ence in decay-balance and for the 
difference in the sort of breathing. 
Our estimate and its uncertainty 
level is shown in figure 4. You will 
see the premises of the reports 
are excluded (1,2,3,4). In these 
reports our corrections have not 
been taken into consideration. 
6.Now that the population radiation 
dose is known we can make an 
estimate of the number of deaths 
from lung cancer resulting from 
this. 
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As we said, the Czech exposure 
effect relationship has been used. 
This group of mineworkers is not 
representative of the population as 
a whole. The average lifetime of 
the p~lic is for example somewhat 
less.than that of the Czech · 
mine werkers. According to the 
UNSCEAR the population effect 
relationship can thereby be 
reduced by a factor of 2. We have 
developed the correction for age 
difference somewhat more and have 
given next to that a correction 
for possible other ·effects of 
expdsure to short lived radon 
daughters (for example the 
effect of death through metastase 
of lung cancer) and a correction 
for the fact that uranium mine 
workers could get lung cancer from 
breathing in radioactiva dust. 
RESULTS OF THE RISK ANALYSIS 

In the preceding we have discuseed 
the six steps taken in making a 
calculation of the effects of radon 
emission from piles of uranium 
waste tailings. The uncertainty 
margin in the final analysis is 
caused by some 40 physical, chem
ica! and medical factors which 
can be interpreted in different 
ways. For a more detailed discuesion 
one can read the authors full 
thesis paper.B 
As the 6 steps can be independent 
of each other we can combine them 
in the total estimation of the 
number of deaths due to lung cancer 
per year per 8.76 x 109kwh. In table 
3 we· give·total estimates of max
imum and minimum for these. The 
uncertainty margin takes a factor 
of 30,000 for the u.s. In table 3 
a "realistic" total estiamte is 
given. We have taken the following 
premises to reach this figure: 
1. no recycling of used fuel rods 
2. underground uranium mines 
3. field results of present talinga 

storage in the u.s. 
4.5.6. the average of the determined 

maximum and minimum. 

The calculations relate to the 
situation in the USA. Uranium is 
mined in other countries. France 
has more uranium than necessary 
for its own use. We have therefore 
in the same way made a calcualtion 
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for radon emission from uranium 
tailings in France. The .total 
estimate comes to a factor of 6 
higher than the case of the u.s. 
The difference is the larger 
population density in Europe. With 
this total estirnation for France 
we have assumed that the other 
premises are identical to those in 
the u.s. For the realistic premise 
for the third of the above, it is 
true in the case of France that 
elimate could make a difference. 
The French elimate is better at 
repressing radon emission, for 
example through planting. This 
also becomes more necessary, 
considering the higher population 
density in Europe. It is question
able whether this will be 
realised, however. 
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RISKS ON THE LONG TERM 

Until now we have only discuseed 
radon emissions lasting one year. 
As we said radon emissions can 
last much longer. In principle 
the radon emission can continue 
until all the thorium 230 (the 
left bebind "father" metal) in 
the waste has gone. Seeing as the 
half life of thorium 230 is 76,000 
years that will tàke several 
thousand years before (almost) all 
the thorium 230 has decayed. This 
means that the problem of uranium 
tailings is principally a problem 
for future generations. In table 4 
we make estiamtes of the number of 
deaths due to lung cancer per 
8.76 x 109 kwh on the (medium) 
long term. 

In the estimate in table 4 it 
is assumed that all circurnstances 
in the course of time remain the 
same. When we take a longer period 
into consideration, however, there 
are numerous possible factors 
which could decrease or increase 
the accumulated number of deaths 
due to lung cancer. 
Despite this extra uncertainty we 
can now propose that the uranium 
tailings are potentially a greater 
danger for the public health. We 
want to illustrate that using a 
mathematica! example. 
The calculation here of the number 
of deaths from lung cancer in the 
21st century as a ~esult of the 
quality of electricity produced 
from 1980-2000 in nuclear power 
plants, and assuming that uranium 
is mined in France. Of course 
this is not possible as the reserves 
in France as not sufficient, but if 
the other West European uranium 
reserves are exploited it is 
possible, in principle. 

The problem with this estimate is 
that the prognoses relating to the 
use of nuclear ~ower for~he rest 
of this century contradiet each 
other2.3 One of the lowest prognoses 
(OECD/IEA "Steam Coal" 1978) has 
a nuclear power capacity of 268 
Gigawatt in the year 2000 in Europe 
(excluding East Block countries).24 
In comparison: in 1979 the potential 
of nuclear plants was 36.6 Gwe and 
there were 73.5 Gwe in construction~5 
If we use this prognoses~ between 
1980 and 2000 1.75 x 101~ kwh in 
light water reactors will be 
produced in Europe (excluding 
East Block countries) • This amount 
of electricity will cause 90,000 
deaths due to lung cancer from 
uranium tailings. (see table 5) 
OTHER RISKS 

Excepting the possibility of 
lung cancer through the inhalation 
of short lived radon daughters, 
uranium tailings produce other pub
lic health risks. In general it 
is assumed that the here described 
lung cancer risk is the most 
dominant. From reference (2) one 
can also conclude that the 
accumulation of the long lived 
daughter products lead 210 in the 
human body produces a risk of the 
same order. 

TABLE 4: "Realistic" estimate of the quantity of deaths from lung cancer per 
8.76 x 109 kwh and different periods of radon emission in the U.S. 

radon emission lasting 

1 year 
100 years 
76,000 years 
until all the thorium is gone 

u.s. 

7.5 x 10-2 • 
7.5 
4000 
8000 

• deaths per 8.76 x 109 kwh, see table 3 
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TABLE 5: Estimate of the number of deaths in the 21st century from lung cancer which 
is a direct result of the production of electricity by LWR reactors in Western 
Europe in the 20th century, presuming the necessary uranium is mined in France. 

Western Europe 21st Century 

realistic estimate 

maximum 

minimum 

90,000 • 
3.4 x 106 

240 

• deaths per 1.75 x 1013 kwh and per 100 years. 
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Churchrock 
"CHURCHROCK" 
DISASTER 

AN UNRESOLVED 

July 16 1982 marks the third ann
iversary of the United Nuclear 
Corporation's (UNC) uranium 
tailings spill at Church Rock, 
New Mexico, located on the Navajo 
Reservation. That spill released 
approximately 95 million gallons 
of radioactive liquids and over 
1,100 tons of radioactive sludge 
into the Rio Puerco River of the 
West, which flowed past Gallup 
into Arizona. The spill was a 
combination of design defects and 
lack of appropriate maintenance 
by UNC. 
According to Southwest Research 
and Information Center, an 
Alberquerque public interest group 
which presented testimony on the 
spill before Congressional 
Hearing, "The Churchrock accident 
is rated as the largest radioact
ive materials spill in the history 
of the United States." Although 
much data has been gathered over 
the past three years, two members 
of Southwest Research feel that 
many health and ~nvironmental 
issues remain unresolved. 
"Many important lessons have been 
learned from the Churchrock spill 
which may help.prevent similar 
accidents in the future, provide 
tighter regulations and over
sight over uranium activities, 
and ensure more effective emerg
ency response and cleanup," said 
Lynda Taylor, with Southwest 
Research's Radiation and Health 
Project. "However, in the case of 
Churchrock, buraeucratic foot
dragging and industry indifference 
have left a numoer of issues 
unresolved." She added, "This is 
evidenced by the fact that 
radioactive and other contaminants 
9ontinue to seep from UNC's tail
ings impoundment into nearby 
groundwater, many radioactive 
"hot spots" along the Puerco from 
the spill have not been cleaned 
up, and the Churchrock community 
has not been followed up by 
any health study." 

Taylor pointed out that "More 
is known a:bout the increased rate 
of still births and birtb defects 
in the Churchrock livestock born 
after the spill than is known 
a:bout the community residents 
themselves. I believe that a 
birth registry which records 
Churchrock co~munity births prior 
to, during and after the spill is 
a:bsolutely necessary to help us 
understand the potential health 
risks this community may face. 
The data could be collected with
in a relatively short period of 
time, and you would not have to 
wait out the long latency period 
as is the case with a cancer 
registry, to find any effects." 
"Up until now," Taylor continues, 
"Health assessments have been 
made for cancers only, using 
radiation risk models which have 
been under serious debate as 
inadequate. The unborn child is 
by far the most sensitive to the 
effects of radiation or any 
carcenogen, and hence would be 
a more appropriate population 
to study for any health changes 
since the spill." 
Chris Shuey, a member of Southwest 
Research's Water and Mining Pro
ject, elaborated on the contamin
ation problem that currently 
exists at UNC's tailings site. 
"Seepage persists from the UNC 
tailings dam, possibly onto Indian 
allocated lands eas~ of the site. 
~is represents contamination 
of someone else's limited 
groundwater supplies and potent
ially violatea the state's 
groundwater proteetion regulations. 
The state should more closely 
monitor UNC's efforts to assess 
the spread of this off-site poll
ution and where necessary demand 
that contaminated waters be rest
ored to their original condition." 
Shuey believes an expanded state 
water monitoring programme is 
necessary to determine the long 
term impacts of the ·spill. "This 
year, the Environmental Imprave
ment Division (EID) installed 
additional groundwater monitoring 
wells along the Puerco to assess 
the long-term impaèts of the spill. 
This program should be expanded, 
with the cooperation of Arizona 
officials, to include the Lupton
Houck area just inside the 
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Arizona border. This area was 
identified by u.s. consulante in 
late 1979 as one of only two ground 
water recharge zones along the 
length of the Puerco from 
Churchrock to Holbrook, Arizona." 
Shuey is also interestad in 
UNC abiding by its oparating lic
ense. with the EID which requires 
UNC to find a new, geologically 
suitable site for their existing 
tailings impoundment by November, 
1984. Shuey says "UNC was ordered 
by New Mexico EID in November, 
1979 to find a new site for its 
tailings operation within five 
years. According to state offic
ials, the company has been closed 
mouthad about its efforts to find 
a new site. Since one of the 
findings of the various post
spil! investigations was that the 
tailings impoundment was improp
erly cpnstructed in an alluvial 
channel. given to rapid recharge 
to underlying ground waters, New 
Mexico EID should more closely 
monitor and aid UNC in finding a 
new site and moving its tailings 
within the next few years." 
Southwest Research released its 
report detailing the major un
resolved issues around the 
Churchrock tailings spill on 
July 19th. A summary of these 
issues follows: 
1. Neither UNC nor the state 
have adequately cleaned up the 
Rio Puerco since the Churchrock 
spill 
2. Radioactive and other contam
inante continue to seep into the 
ground water from UNC's tailings 
pond at a rate of 15,000 to · 
80,000 gallons per day. 
3. The radioactive f.1aterials Lic
ense between the state EID and UNC 
requires a new, geologically 
suitable site for the existing 
tailings pile be found by November, 
1984. Nothing is known of the UNC's 
efforts in this regard. 
4. Los Almos conducted a study 
of five Navajo children and one 
adult believed to have been exposed 
to the Churchrock spill materials. 
Joerg Winterer, a prominent 
Public Health Service pediatrician, 
had recommended a continued follow
up of these affected individuals. 
NO such follow up has been planned 
by Los Almos or health officials. 
5. Several health experts have 
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recommended that birth and cancer 
registries be set up in the 
Churchrock community. This ~as not 
been done. · 
6. The Indian Health Service, upon 
recommendations by state and fad
eral agencies, designed a live
stock monitoring program for the 
Churchrock area to determine food 
chain concentrations of radioact
iva and other contaminants. This 
program has not been implemented. 

SouthMest Researoh and Infomation Center 
Bo:c 4584 
1888 Lomas NE 
A tberquerque" NM 8 7106 USA 
tet (505) 848 4766 

Water 
THREATS TO WATER ON THE NORTHERN 
GREAT PLAINS 

Lilias Jones pubtished an artiate 
in thé Earty Spring issue of 
Ak~esasne Notes" from whia~ tha 
fotlo~ing is e:certed. "In the 
Great· Ptains and the mountain 
West, ~hen you refer to the 
'energy problem' you are also 
referring to a ~ater problem". 
Uranium has a Zot to do ~ith the 
probtems arising. 
South Dakotans are discovering 
pollution problems both from nat
ura! contamination and from old 
uranium operations. Several 
towns have discovered that their 
wells are radioactiva -- and that 
there's really no way to remove 
radlation from the water. Wells 
in and near Midland and Philip, 
small towns on the plains, are . 
full of radium. so are two wells 
on the edge of· Rapid City, one of 
which was closed down. In that 
case, officials had known of the 
problèm for seven months, but 
no-one was told until a local 
citizen's group blew the whistle. 
A federal geologist admits that 
all the aquifers in the area are 
contaminated in places. 
Southeast of the Black Hills, on 
the Pine Ridge Reservation, wide-



spread pollution has shown up. 
Radiation was found in the wells 
on the northwest part of the 
reservation as early as 1956, 
when a government study said that 
the radiation might mean there 
were uranium deposits. -But the 
public didn't know about that un
til early 1980, when a study 
by Women of all Red Nations (WARN) 
publicised the contamination 
and exposed a variety of health 
problems. The reservation miscar
riage rate, for example, was 
6; times higher than the national 
average, and certain types of 
birth defects and cancer were 
acre common than they should 
have been. 
The one thing that was known was 
that the radiation in one of the 
wells, which bordered the Cheyenne 
River, probably came from an 
old uranium mill in Edgemont. The 
Cheyeftne is one of the major 
rivers in the area and has been 
contaminated for some years by the 
wastea from the old mill, which 
sit on the river bank. But no-one 
seemed to be able to prove whether 
the other wells were contaminated 
by uranium mining -- no-one could 
trace the water underground. 
Repeated attempts by the govern
ment to get clean water fell 
short as wells caved in or hit 
dry holes. There was talk of 
trucking water into the reserv
ation, but for saveral years the 
whole thing has dragged on while 
people drink radioactiva water. 
The issues of water and enerqy 
are closely tied increasingly 
in the popular mind. One reason 
.has been the plan of Enerqy 
Transportation Systems (ETSI) to 
use huge ammounts of South Dakotan 
water to move coal from Wyoming 
to the southern u.s. (see box) 
In addition, large coal-fired 
electrical plants in the area use 
billions of gallons of water each 
year. 
Both the plants and the massive 
coal mining going on in eastern 
wyoming and Montana pollute water 
with salts, tadiation and heavy 
metals -- including arsenic 
and lead. These substances are 
trace elements in the coal and are 
in mine run-off and the smoke 
spewed into the air by the elect
rical plants. The coal deposits 

themselves are often aquifers, 
so the miDing that takes the coal 
also takes the aquifers, seriously 
darnaging an area's ability to 
reeover after mining. 
The northern Great Plains con
tains 42% of the nation's coal. 
and was called "America's enerqy 
ace in the hole" by former · 
Secretary of State Schlesinger. 
Early this year, what the local 
ranchers knew about the bad 

effects of coal strip mining and 
its subsequent "restoration" was 
confirmed by a six-year study by 
Montana State University. This is 
the first study of ibs kind in 
the western states. Studying 
"what is probably the most pro
gressive reclamation oparation 
in the west," the researchers 
found that reclamation cannot 
be completed within ten years. 
At another plot of land, part of 
a widely publicised reclamation 
effort in the early 1970's, 
only two types of plants were 
thriving. The study concluded 
that the main "problem" was the 
weather -- not enough rain falls 
on the area. 
The study held out hope for 
small areas of land mined -
after 50 or 60 years, they return 
to normal. But no-one knows 
how long the process will take 
for the miles of land that are now 
being mined -- if it ever happens. 
People do know that ravaged areas 
remain unproductive today from the 
western gold rushes of the 1850's 
and 1870's. 
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Uranium exploration, milling and 
mining all cause water problems, 
both from contamination and from 
the use of large amounts of 
water. Uranium milling was called 
"the dominant contribution" to 
radiation exposure from the nuclear 
chain by a federal study on the 
health effects of ionising 
radiation. 
But radiation problems begin with 
exploration, which pierces 
thousands of holes through 
underground rock layers. The holes 
let water flow between aquifers 
much faster, as people discover 
when their wells start draining. 
People in the Black Hills and Wy
oming have lost wells because of 
exploration. A well in the southern 
Black Hills that drained during 
exploration and then refilled was 
heavily contaminated with a vari
ety of toxic substances. Also, 
cattle in South Dakota and the 
Southwest have died from contact 
with uranium drill holes. 
The nuclear industry defends 
itself by saying that they plug 
holes -- or at keast they have 
been recently. But old drill 
holes, and even a few new ones in 
the Black Hills were found left 
open, or plugged with a rock, 
or simply camouglaged. 
The hole plugging process, 
supposed to last indefinitely 
bas only been proved for 25 
years, and the 'proof' itself 
is questionable. To quiet local 
fears, the state of South Dakota 
reopened two of the sealed 
drill holes on the eastern flank 
of the Black Hills. They found 
that the seal under the surface 
of the hole wasn't there. 
It had either never been there, 
or it had been removed. The other 
hole contained above-normal 
bacteria activity. So much for 
quieting people's fears. 
It's important to realise, though, 
that health is not the only thing 
threatened by energy activities 
and their effect on the water 
supply. People who promote energy 
"developmeut tend to downplay the 
fact that economie gains are 
short term, lasting maybe thirty 
years. But if water beoomes unus
able, the long term, land based 
econo~ of an area suffers. 

BHA 
PO Bo:r: 2604" Rapid City SD 6'1'109 USA 

THE GHOST OF PLOGOFF REAPPEARS 
IN GLOMEL 

After the successful campaign 
against the nuclear power plant 
in Plogoff, new nuclear activities 
have to be combatted in Brittany, 
France. 
Cogema, a semi-governmental comp~ 
any with 8,300 employees, manager 
of the reprocessing plant in La 
Hague, bas applied for a permit 
to explore the area around Glomel. 
The area is known to be rich 
in uranium. The French government 
is keen to become self sufficient 
in its uranium stocks for their 
atomie energy and atomie weapons 
programme, and not dependant on 
foreign imports. 
Nobody in Glomel was informed 
of the permit to explore, although 
articles were publisbed in news
papers in nearby towns. People 
were not letting the officials 
continue in secret. A few days 
after the permit became known, 
a public meeting was called and 
the dangers of uranium mining 
were discussed. 700 people 
attended, mostly farmers. They 
initiatéd a petition for the 
St Brieuc local government. 
1817 people signed the petition, 
demanding the immediate halt of 
all exploration. 
contact: Egbert and Daniêlle 

25, Square Henri Wallon 
78190 Trappes, France 
tel 3-051 1069 

source: Taz. 



"An exceptional resource, both for news and for network-building. If you're 
involved in any branch of the safe energy movement, get to know WISE -- and 
let WISE get to know you." --RAIN Magazine., USA 

"Thanks for your News Communiques and Bulletin. They are very important publi
cations to us here. We hope they will be a strong instrument for people around 
the world to fight for a safer life and to spread the circle of the anti-nuclear 
movement." :toji Takemoto., PRIEE NEWS Edito:r., Tokyo, Japan 

"From 1979, we have been using WISE publications: The Bulletin, Keep lt In 
The G:round, and the NeLJs Comnruniques., as the most important sourees of infor
mation for international news on energy issues. WISE has helped us in our efforts 
by providing a lot of information which otherwise would have been quite difficult 
for us to obtain •••• The existence of WISEis vita! for this movementand for 
all people concerned about the energy issue." BoZetin de Info:r~tion sob:re 
Ene:rgia Nuclea:r (BIEN)., Ta:r:ragona., Spain. 

"We send you a warming thought, having followed your work through WISE for some 
years now. We are a small branch of "Folkkampanjen mot Kärnkraft" (The People's 
Movement Against Nuclear Power) in Sweden. You will soon get some money from us 
to help up the economy. WJ:SE is important and you do a wonderful job. We 
sincerely hope you and WISE will qet on your feet again!" Fo~kkampanjen mot 
Kllm'Jo:taft., LidingêJ., &>eden. 

"I was one among the many Governmènt scientific advisers in the 1950s who were 
in favour of starting the nuclear power station programma. I thought, as all 
my colleagues did, that this would prove to be a safe and economie souree of 
primary energy. Events since then have shown how wrong we we re. How can we 
stop this rush to nuclear disaster? The answer is by AN INFORMED AND POWERFUL 
PUBLIC OPINION. The World Information Service on Energy -- WISE -- helps to 
promote this. But it works on a shoestring, opposing those with a bottomless 
purse. Help to fund this courageous ·venture ••. " Si:r Kevin Spencer, U.K. 

"In the past and up until today, the organisation NANAI, the Dutch Action qroup 
North American Indians, has frequently and effectively used the information made 
available through the WISE Bulletins, and particularly through KIITG. Without 
this information we would not have been able to do our work on the effects of 
uranium mining on Native American and Canadian land as well as we have, and as 
well as we will continue to do." Riek Looi,jen., NANAI., G1'0nint:;en., The Net~'ter•tonàs.t. 

"WISE provides the kind of information necessary for the movement, which too 
often is not reported in the establishment media. It is vital for people of 
different countries sharing the same struggle to know what is going on elsewhere. 
If we are to succeed, we need to work on an international level. For this reason, 
WISEis indispensible." Bob Alua:rez., Radiation Health Information Projeat, 
Envi:ronmenta~ Policy Institute., Washington., DC., IJSA. 

"Let me congratulate all those involved in the production of the WISE Bu~~etin: 
it opens up the possibility of important networking among groups globally who 
are working towards a non-nuclear society. We are really pleased with the WISE 
publications and wil! pass along information for you." OntaY'io Pubtic Tnterest 
Resea:roh G:roup., Guelph, Onta:rio, Canada. 

"Many thanks for your support. The SWiss scene is small, and that makes for an 
aqressive pro-nuclear lobby; we are therefore very grateful for your help." 
Peter Hug~ A:rbeitsgemeinschaft gegen Atome:r:pol'te, Be:rn, &Jitzel'~and. 
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